We compute the first mod 2 cohomology groups of some spaces of sections of the sphere bundle and the projective bundle associated to a real vector bundle. The map on function spaces induced from reduction mod 2 of twisted integers is also discussed.
Introduction
Let 5 be an (n + l)-dimensional, n > 2, real vector bundle, and let St and P[ denote respectively the sphere bundle and projective bundle associated to .$ The aim of this paper is to compute the first mod 2 cohomology groups of the spaces of sections of St and P[ provided that the base space X for 5 is a CW-complex of dimension m < n. It turns out that a key step in this calculation, based on Moore-Postnikov resolutions of St and P& is the description of the map of function spaces induced from reduction mod 2 of twisted integers. Section 2 is devoted to this subject. The main result, Theorem 2.6, provides a complete description of the Kiinneth suspension in the sense of Brown [l, 21 of the coefficient group homomorphism given by reduction mod 2.
Exploiting the results of Section 2, we draw in Section 3 and 4 some consequences for the mod 2 cohomology of the spaces of sections of St and Pt. The main results contain explicit formulas for these cohomology groups in dimension d n -m + 1 if n-m>l.
Results related to the ones presented here, as well as in [ 11,121, can be found in the initiating work by Hansen [7, 8] , in the papers by Larmore and Thomas [lo] , Sutherland [14] , and Crabb and Sutherland [3] . Finally, some remarks of a more technical nature. Throughout this paper, function spaces are denoted as in Switzer between function spaces. The object of this section is to determine p; cf. [9, Theorem 3.6.111. As we shall see, this is really a problem in homological algebra. For the discussion of p we need some facts about p itself: The local coefficient system associated to p will be denoted by Z of the cellular cochain complex of (Z, C) with coefficients in (pf)*Z [b] into that with mod 2 coefficients. Actually, r*(Z, C; 2/2) = r*(Z, C; (pf)*Z Proof. Retrace the definition of 6" as it appears e.g. in [16, VI.61 . 0
We start the computation of p by recalling some fact from [12] . Let N be a free, and (PA* = (a&: If E is elementary type II,, so H"-' (E)=Z/f, let cp'~.Z~ Hom,,,(B(Z/t), E) be the chain map of degree -n
given by cp;[x] = 3 and
where, for z E Z/t, X E Z is the unique lift of x in the interval 0 s X < t.
In both cases,
is the identity map and
The second component is trivial unless E is of type II,, t even, where it represents the generator E of is the nontrivial map, and if N is of type II,, t even, then both coordinates of
Suppose that N = T*(X,
are nontrivial; cf. [9, Theorem 3.6.111. If N is of type II,, t odd, then F$ = * is contractible.
The scheme is now to obtain a result for general N = @ E, by coordinatewise application of the above result for elementary complexes. Before the explicit computation of p : Fy+ F%,, can not be too wild. Proof. We apply Lemma 2.3 with Z = Ft and f the identity map.
For 1 s j G n, let P(j) ='P,( K (H"-', j); Z) be the integral cellular chain complex w.r.t. some CW-decomposition of K(H"-', j). We may assume that P(j)0 = 72, that P(j),=OforO<q<jifj>l,andthata:P(l), -+ P( 1)0 is trivial. Choose an n-cocycle cp( j) E Zj(P( j); H"-') representing the fundamental class in H'( Z-I"-', j; H"-') and let also cp( j) E 2" Hom(P(j), H(N)) denote the obvious extension
of p(j) to a chain map of degree -n. There exists a lift p(j)' E 2" Hom( P( j), N) of cp( j), i.e. /39(j)' = q(j), whose image is contained in the subcomplex
for q>j+l, and we may also assume that cp( j), = 0 for q <j.
The cellular complex of Z=n:=,
Let cp'~ Hom(P, N)" be the map of degree -n given by (i) cpb=O for q>n+l and for qs0. 
. .O 1) = cp(j)l(Y), Y E -W)j.
(iii) cp;=cp(l); on P,=P(l),OP(2),0...OP(n),=P(l),. One easily checks that rp' is in fact a chain map of degree -n; i.e. that cp'e 2" Hom( P, N). The structure of this collection of maps was hinted at already in Example 2.4 and now follows an explicit computation.
Recall that N = @ E, is a direct sum of elementary complexes E, and note that the group Ext(H"-'+'(E,), H"-'(E,OZ/2)), 1 <js n, is either trivial or isomorphic to H/2. Let EC be the generator of this group in case E, is of type II,, t even, and H"-jf'( E,) f 0, and put .ajy = 0 in all other cases. Let Proof. Let 4 : K (H"-', j) + fly=, K ( Hnei, i) be the inclusion of the jth factor, 1 s j < n. From Lemma 2.5 it follows that it suffices to show that (pij)*x{= r.+~ H'( H"-', j; Hy-j) for 1 <j s n and that (@)*x'," = .&+I E Hj+'( H"-j, j; Hi-j-') for lCj<n. In the next two sections, Theorem 2.6 is applied in the computation of some mod 2 cohomology groups of the space of sections of the sphere or projective bundle associated to a real vector bundle.
Spaces of sphere bundle sections
Let .z$ be an (n + 1)-dimensional, n > 2, real vector bundle over a connected, finite relative CW-complex (X, A) of dimension m < n, and let u be any section of the associated sphere bundle St. The purpose of this section is to compute some mod 2 cohomology groups of the space F,(X, A; SF X) of sections of St that agree with u on A. See [7, 8, 10, 12, 14] for information on some homotopy groups of this space. Put Note that _k* can be considered as a H/2-linear map _k*: Hom( Hy, Z/2) + defined on the dual vector space of HY. The main problem is to compute _k* in order to get a hold on its kernel Q. Note also that
Fu(X, A; St, X) fi K(H,"-',d+i+l)-*F,(X,A;S,+,,X) i=O

I fi K(H"",d+i)=Fu(X,~;S,+,,X) ' -Fku(X, A; K(Z/& n+2), *),
Hd+'(K(Hm, d) x K(H"-', d + 1); Z/2) = H,,_,(X, A; H/2)
if d > 1. This can be seen by first considering elementary complexes and then using the splitting N =@ E, of N = T
*(X, A; Z[w,(t)]).
It turns out that &* is a monomorphism if d > 1 and we arrive thus at the following main result.
Theorem 3.1. F,(X, A; St, X) is (d -1)-connected and
H'(Fu(K A; St, Xl; z/2)= Hm(X A; z/2)
ifi=d,
We start the computation of Q by decomposing k into two simpler maps. Let The map p was computed in the previous section so we now proceed with a description of k2. The map k, itself has the following property: by applying an isomorphism
@,: H"(-x (X, A); Z/2) -+ [H*(-; Z/2)OH;]"
to the primary difference G"(pu~pr,, 2 e ) E H"(FPu x (X, A); Z/2). We may choose Proof. According to Lemma 3.3 it suffices to compute p*(Sq*x), p*(Sq'(xoSq')), and p*(xo 13) in order to have a complete description of _k* = p*_k,*. Theorem 2.6 implies that p*CQ2x) = Sq*(p*x) = Sq2(xor,) The formula of [13] implies that Sq'r*(x) = wl(t)u r*(x) for XE Hm-'.
Spaces of projective bundle sections
In this section we let X denote a connected, finite CW-complex of dimension m and .$ an 
where r,( PC) = Fz(X; P& X) and Ft2(X; P2, X) has been identified to IRP" = K(Z/2,1).
The projection of (*) is the composition where the first map is defined by evaluation at a fixed point in X and the second map is the inclusion.
The fibration to the right in (D) can be identified to the path space fibration over
F&X; K2)= fj K(HT-i,d+l+i). i=O
See [12] for some remarks on the middle fibration; for our purposes it suffices to note that F,,(X;
eno t es cohomology with coefficients in the integral local coefficient system twisted by w,(h(u)) + ~~ (5)). Now follow two lemmas that will enable us to compare the mod 2 Serre spectral sequences of the fibrations of (ID). All cohomology groups have Z/2 coefficients unless something else is explicitly stated. We now prove point 2 and 3 by computing the relevant differentials in the mod 2 Serre spectral sequence E, of the fibration (*). Note that The corresponding transgression in the spectral sequence for the path-sequence fibration to the right in (Q) is an isomorphism. Lemma 4.1-4.2 together with the above remarks on the map p_e of the base spaces therefore show that 7 = w,(t).
where (":I) and (z::) denote binomia1 coefficients reduced mod 2. Hence these two spaces can not be homotopy equivalent when ("2') # 0 or (2::) # 0. See Crabb and Sutherland [3] for the complete solution to the homotopy classification problem indicated in Example 4.4.
